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IN   THE   UNITED   STATES   DISTRICT   COURT   FOR  THE   DISTRICT   OF  UTAII

CENTRAL  DIVISION

APPEAL  FROM  THE  UNITED   STATES   BANKRUPTCY   COURT
FOR  THE   DISTRICT   OF  UTAII

(Bankruptcy  Case  Nos.   81A-02886,   81A-02887   &   81A-03704;
Adversary  Proceeding  No.   83PA-3081)

These  consolidated  appeals  present  another  chapter  in  the

continuing  story  of  the  clearinghouse  fiasco.    The  story  is  told

more  fully  elsewhere.    gfe  Merrill  v.  Abbott   (In  re  Independent
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Clearina  House  Co.`,   41  Bankr..985,   991-95   (Bankr.   D.   Utah  1984),

aff 'd  in  Dart,   rev'd  in  Dart,   77  Bankr.   843   (D.   Utah  1987)   (en

bane) .    Suf f ice  it  to  say  that  the  so-called  clearinghouses--
Independent  Clearing  House  Company  and  Universal  Clearing  House

•Company--mere -allegedly  run  as  a  Ponzi  scheme.     When  the  scheme

colla`psed,  the  clearinghouses  and  related  entities  filed

petitions  in  bankruptcy.    The  trustee  in  bankruptcy,  Robert  D.
Merrill,  then  filed  an  adversary  proceeding  against  certain

attorneys  who  had  Provided  legal  services  for  the  clearinghouses,

including  the  appellant,  Gerald  L.  Turner,  to  set  aside  as

fraudulent  conveyances  under  11  U.S.C.   §§   548(a)   and  544(b)

certain  transfers  from  the  debtors  to  the  attorneys.    The  trustee
also  sought  an  accounting  from  the  attorneys.

The  matter  was  tried  to  the  bankruptcy  court  on  August  16

and  2-8,   1984..     Turner  did  not  appear  at  the  trial  but  was

represented  by  counsel.1  cAfter  the  first  day  of  trial,  the

bankruptcy  court  ordered  Turner  ''to  furnish  a  full  and  complete

accounting  respecting  the  receipt  and  disposition  of  debtors'

assets"  by  August  28,   1984,  the  date  set  for  the  continuation  of

1    At  the  time,  Turner  was  under  a  criminal  indictment  for
his  actions  in  connection  with  the  clearinghouse  bankruptcies.
On  February  17,   1987,   Turner  was  convicted  of  fraudulent
concealment  in  violation  of  18  U.S.C.   §  152.     United  States  v.
Cardall,   No.   CR-83-00065A.     However,   the  pending  criminal  action
does  not  appear  to  have  been  the  reason  Turner  failed  to  appear
at  the  trial  in  this  matter.    His  attorney  stated  that  Turner was
simply  ''out  of  town  on  his  own  activities"  at.  the  time.
Transcript,   Aug.   16,   1984,   at  183.
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the  trial.    S|Ee  Order  Directing  Accounting  (Gerald  L.  Tuner) ,

Record  on  Appeal  at  16-17.    Turner  did  not  file  a  complete

accounting  with  the  court  by  August  28,   1984,   and  on  August  31,

1984,  the  court  granted  judgment  for  the  trustee  and  against

Turner  in  the  sum  of  $359,528.80,  together  with  pre-and  post-

judgment  interest.    Turner  then  filed  notices  of  appeal  from  both
the  August  20,   1984,   order  and  the  August  31,1984,   judgment.

The  appeals  were  later  consolidated.

Turner  raises  a  number  of  issues  in  his  appeals,  but  at  oral

argument  Turner's  counsel`. Conceded  that  the  issues  could  be

reduced  to  two:    whether  the  bankruptcy  court  had  jurisdiction

over  the  bankruptcy  cases,  and  whether  the  rec.ord  considered  as  a

whole  supported  the  bankruptcy  court'.s  decision.

I.

Turner  first  argues  that  the  bankruptcy  court  lacked  subject

matter  jurisdiction  over  the  bankruptcy  cases  because  the

bankruptcy  petitions  were  not  f iled  in  good  faith  and  becarise  the

debtor  enterprises  cannot  qualify  as  ''debtors"  entitled  to  relief
under  the  Bankruptcy  Code`, Oil  U.S.C.   §§   101-151326   (1982).     This

court  has  previously  considered  these  arguments  as  applied  to

these  debtors.    ±Igrrill  v.  Abbott  {In  re  Independent  Clearing

House  Co.),   77   Bankr.   843,   849-50   (D.   Utah   1987)    (en  bane);
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Herrill  v.   Allen   f In  re  Universal  Clea=±.ng  HouE;e  Co.£|,   60  Bankr.

985,   990-94   (D.  Utah  1986)`    For  the  reasons  stated  in  those

opinions,  the  court  rejects  Turner's  jurisdictional  arguments.

11,

Turner's  remaining  contention  is  that  the  evidence .did  not
support  the  bankruptcy  court's  ruling.    With  a  few  minor

exceptions,  this  court  disagrees.
At  the  trial  before  the bankruptcy cour+,  the  trustee  argued

that  all  transfers  to  Turner were  avoidable  as  fraudulent
conveyances  under  sections  548  and  544(b)   of  the  Bankruptcy  Code

because  the  debtors  received  less  than  a  reasonably  equivalentep

value  in  exchange  for  the  transfers.

Turner  neither  appeared  at..-trial  nor  offered  any  testimony

on  his  behalf .    His  attorney  argued  at  trial  that  Turner  was

merely  a   (pardon  the  expression)  clearinghouse  Co  channel  tine

money  to  other  attorneys  who  had provided  legal  services  to the
debtors  and tinerefore  should not be  liable  for €be  funds  he

received,  the  implication  being tthat  the debtors  received  their
money's  worth  in  legal  services  in exchange  for  the  transfers.2

2    At  trial,  Turner's  counsel  argued  that  those  who  received
funds  of  the  debtors  from Turner  "may  well  be  liable  for
sometbing"  but  that  Tuner  could  not  be  because  he  ''retained
little  or  nothing  of  those  funds`"  transferred.    Transcript,  Aug.
16,1984,  at  179.    To  the.extent Turner  argues  that  he  cannot  be

€
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Turner  apparently  acted  as  coordinating  counsel  for  numerous

actions  filed  against  the  debtors  across  the  country  during  1980
and  1981.     As  part  .of  Turner's  job  he.would  find  local  counsel  to

handle  various  legal  matters  for  the  debtors.    Turner  would  offer

the  attorney  an  initial  retainer  and  agree  on  a-r.easonable  hourly

rate.    On  or  about  the  twentieth  of  each month  Turner would

receive  from  each  attorney  an  estimate  of  costs  and  hours  to  be
billed  for  that  month.    rurner  would  compute  the  total  legal  fees

to  be  paid  for  the  month,  adding  in  his  otm  fees,   and  submit  the

figure  to  the  debtors  for  payment.    The  debtors  would  give  Turner

liable  for  a  fraudulent  cafveyance  if  he  later  transferred  the
money  to  third  parties,  his  argument  lacks  merit.     Section  550  of
the  Bankruptcy  Code  specif ically  allows  the  trustee  to  recover  an
avoided  transfer  from  either  ''the  initial  transferee  of  such
transfer  or. the  entity  for. whose  benefit  such  transfer  was  made"
or  from  "any  immediate  or  mediate.transferee  of  such  initial
transferee."    Although  there  is..+some  authority  that  a  mere
conduit  is  not  an  ''initial  tran`sferee''  within  the  meaning  of  the

£;:±=;;±=.;pS8:±f:g±±:I;:±=:ik::r:;7?L=;::;9B;::D:fF¥:=±±:g±+niE€
bank  that  acts  as  a  commercial  coriduit  is  not  a  ''transferee"
within  the  meaning  of  section  550) ;   _P|lcker  V.   F9.irT:ad.OWS  =I_(IE

gr_Egg:; I:t=::::s::==£=:o€:rB::=:; 3:3£ ::Sol::;=r;h3. D.
served  as  a  conduit  for  the  funds  to  ef feet  a  settlement  between
their  clients) ,  Turner's  failure  to  account  for  the  funds  he
received,  gEee j± pp.  16-17,  deprived  the  bankruptcy  court  of
the  evidence  necessary  to  make  a  f inding  that  Turner  was  merely  a
conduit  for  the  money.    Thus,  the  trustee  could  recover  a
fraudulent  transfer  from  either  Turner  or  from  Turnerls
transferee.    The  fact  that  the  trustee  chose  to  proceed  against
Turner  and  not  Turner's  transferees  does  not  relieve  Turner  from
liability  under  the  code..  °Turner  may  have  been  able  to  protect
himself  by  making  his  transferees  third-party  defendants,  see
Bankr.   R.   7014;   Fed.   R.   Civ.   P.14(a),   but  he  apparently  chose
not  to,
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the  money,  which  he  would  deposit  in  his  gerieral  account.     He

would  then  write  checks  on  this  account  and  send  them  to  the

other  attorneys.     ge±  In  re  Indeoendent  Clearincr  House,  Nos.   81M-

02886   &   -02887,   slip  op.   at  3-4   (Bankr.   D.   Utah  Nov.15,1982),

Record  on  Appeal  at  180-81.3    gee  a±Eg  Transcript,   Aug.   16,1984,

at  109,   140-41   (testimony  of  the  trustee's  accountant  that  Turner

provided  legal  services  for the  debtors  and  also  transferred
funds  on  their  behalf ) .

CO

A.

To  determine  whether  the  bankruptcy  court's  judgment  is

supported  by  the  evidence,  this  court  must  look  at  the  evidence

that  was  be-fore  the  bankruptcy  cou.rt.     It  may  not  set  aside  the

bankruptcy.court's  factual  findings  unless  they  are  clearly

3    Turner  argues  that  the  bankruptcy  court's  memorandum
opinion  of  November  15,   1982,.  establishes  these  facts  as  the  law
of  the  case.    However,  it  is  not  at  all  clear  from  the  bankruptcy
court's  opinion  that  it  made  any  findings  of  fact  with  respect  to
the  debtors'  practice vis-a-vis  Turner.    Rather,  it  relied
extensively  on  Turner's  memorandum  in  setting  out  Turner's
factual  theory.    See  In  re  Independent  Clearina  House,  Nos.   81M-
02886   &   -02887,   slip  op.   a€  3-4   (Bankr.   D.   Utah  Nov.15,1982),
Record  on  Appeal  at  180-81.     It  appears  that  the  bankruptcy  court
merely  accepted  Turner's  theory  for  purposes  of  that  decision
only.    But  regardless  of  whether  the  bankruptcy  court's  November
15,   1982,   opinion  established  any  facts  as  the  law  of  the  case,
the  opinion  did  not  establish the  facts  at  issue  in  these
appeals,  namely,  the. amount  of  money  Turner  received  from  the
debtors  prepetition  and  the  adequacy  of  the  consideration  for  the
conveyances .

6
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erroneous.     SLse  Bankr.   R.   8013.     S±±  a±Eg  Bankr.   R.   7052;   Fed.   R.
C®

Civ.    P.-52(a)  ..

At  the  trial  the  bankruptcy  court  took  judicial  notice  of  a

partial  accounting  filed  on  behalf  of  Turner,  in  the  fom  of  a
disclosure`  of -compensation,   covering  the  period  from.rfune  16

through  September  25,   1981,  which  includes  the  ninety  days  before

the  bankruptcy  petition was  filed  (the  preference  period  under  11

U.S.C.   §   547).     That  accounting  is  not  part  of  the  record  on

appeal,  but  the  trustee's  accountant,   Dr.  Ronald  Bagley,

testified  as  to  what  the  accounting  showed.    gee  Transcript,  Aug.

16,   1984,   at  121-22.     That  accounting  showed  that  Turner  received

some  $266,000  during  this  period,4  which  was  $500  more  than  the
Cf]

trustee's  accountant's  records  showed  Turner  had  received.    Seg

i£.   at  121.     The  accounting  also  showed  that  Turner  had  disbursed

$177,021.36,   but  Dr.   Bagley  testified  that,   of  this  amount,

4    It  is  not  clear  from  the  record  on  appeal  how  much
Turner's`  accounting  showed  he  received  between  June  16  and
September  25,   1981.     The  accounting  itself  is  not  part  of  the
record  on  appeal,  and  the  transcript  of  the  trial  before  the
bankruptcy  court  is  equivocal  on  this  issue.    At  one  point,  the
trustee's  accountant  testified  that  the  amount  was  $260,134.90,
Transcript,  Aug.   16,   1984,  at  121,  but  later  he  referred  to  tne
amount  as  $266,000,  ±±.    The  trustee's  brief  on  appeal  states
that  Turner's  accounting  acknowledged  receipt  of  $266,134.94
during  this  period,  Brief  of  Appellee  at  4,  but  the  portion  of
the  record  the  trustee  cites  does  not  support  this  figure.    At
trial,  the  trustee  argued  that  Turner had  received  $265,634.94
during  the  relevant  period.    gee  Transcript,  Aug.   28,   1984,   at
11.    From  the  way  the  bankruptcy  court  apparently  arrived  at  its
result,  the  exact  amount  pa.y  not  have  been  relevant.    See  ±E£±a
pp.   10-11.

7
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numerous  disbursements  had  not  been  adequately  explained.

j±.  at  -121,   145-51.5    Finally,  the  accounting  showed  that
Turner's  firm  had  billed  the  debtors  $46,230,   leaving  about

$43,000  totally  unaccounted  for.

The .trust.eels  accountant  further  testified  that  Turner

received  $535,987.16  during  the  year  preceding  the  bankruptcy

filings.    However,  at  trial  the  trustee  introduced photocopies  of
checks  drawn  on  accounts  of  th;  debtors  and  payable  to  Turner  or

his  law  firm  totalling  only  $465,997.16..   gfg  plaintiff 's

exhibits  5-44,   Record  on  Appeal  at  100T38.     Of  this  amount,

$195,634.94  was  received  after  June  15,1981,   and  presumably  was

included  in  Turner's  prior  accounting.

Thus,  the  evidence  before  the  bankruptcy  court  showed  that

Turner  received  $270,362.22  between  September  17,   1980,   and  June

15,   1981,   fo`r  which  he  had  not  ?ccounted,   and  that  he  received

some  $266,000  between  Juneol6  and  September  25,1981,   of  which  he

had  accounted  in  one  fashion  or  another  for  $223,251.36,   although

the  adequacy  of  the  accounting  was  disputed.

5    In  detemining  the  amount  of  the  judgment,  the  bankruptcy
court  disallowed  disbursements  during  the  preference  period
totaling  $46,545.     Comparing  Dr.  Bagley's  testimony  with  the
court.s  calculation  (which  was  based  on  the  trustee's  summary  of
the  evidence)   and  defendant's  exhibit  1,   it  appears  from  the
record  that  the  bankruptcy  court  inadvertently  allowed  Turner
credit  for  some  of  the  items  not  adequately  accounted  for,  based
on  the  trustee's  incomplete  summary.of  the  evidence.    Thus,   if
there  was  any  error  in  calculating  the  amount  of  disallowable
disbursements,  ee  infra  note  7,  the  error  favored  Turner.    The
trustee  has  not  appea.led  the  bankruptcy  court's  decision.
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At  the  end  of  the  first  day  of  trial,  the bankruptcy  court
ordered  Turner  to  account  for  the  money  he  had  received  ''for  tbe

period  cormencing  September  16,1980,"  and  continued  the  trial
until  August  28,1984,   to  allow  Turner  to  prepare  his  accc)unting.

SLse  Order  Directing  Accounting   (Gerald  L.. Turner) ,   Record  on

Appeal  at  16.

Turner  did  not  Submit  a  full  accounting.    Instead, -his

attorney  introduced  into  :jidence  a  number  of  checks  drawn  on

Turner's  general  account,  most  of  which  were  written  between

Septehoer  17,   1980,   and  September  24,   1981,   and  made  payable  to

various  attorneys.    See  defendant's  exhibit  1.    The  trustee
agreed  that  the  checks  were  part  of  the  accounting  required.

Transcript,  Aug.   16,   1984,   at  186.    At  the  trial  Turner  called

Richard  Cardall,   one  of  the  principals  in  the  clearinghouse

operations,  to  testify  as  to  Tur.n.er's  relationship  with  the

debtors.    For  the  transfers  represented  by  the  checks  in

defendant's  exhibit  1,  Turner's  counsel  asked  Cardall  if. Turner

was  authorized  to  pay  the  payee  on  behalf  of  the  debtors,  but

Cardall  invoked  his  fifth. amendment  privilege  against  self-

incrimination  in  response  to  every  question.    Turner  did  not  -

testify  himself ,  gee §!±pra note  1  and p.  4,  but  it  appears  from.
statements  of  his  counsel  that,  had he been  required to  take  the
stand,  he  also  would  have  invoked  his  fifth  amendment  privilege.

sLee,   e±£LL,   i£.   at  179,   182-84.
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mrner's  counsel  also  introduced  two  letters  and  a  document

that  he. had  apparently  prepared  that purpor+ed  to  explain
certain  undocumented  payments  out  of  Turner's  general  account.

See  defendaLnt's  exhibits  2,.  4-5,   Record  on  Appeal  at  83-87,   89-

93.   .The.-bankruptcy  court  refused  to  receive  the  doaument,

defendant's  proposed  exhibit  2,  but  received  the  letters,
defendant's  exhibits  4  and  5.    See  Transcript,  hug.   28,.1984,  at

16-18.    The  first  letter  was  from  Turner  to  the  trustee's

attc)rney,  William  Fowler,   stating  that  Turner  had  paid  $6,954.08

in  expenses  for  the  debtors  between  Septenber  1980  and  June  1981

and  had  distributed  $87,533.14  during  this  same  period,  out  of

I   $136,892.90  received.     The  letter  ended,   ''No  funds  are  held  which

are  not  earned  .... "    Defendant's-exhibit  4,  Record  on  Appeal

at  90.     The  second  letter  was  from  Wallace  R.   Bennett,   an

attorney,  to  Mr.  Fowler  obtlining  tbe  fees  Mr.   Bennett  received

through  Turner  for  representing  the  clearinghouses  between  August

19,1980,   and  April  7,1981.     The.letter  indicated  that,   from

September  17,   1980,   through  April  7,   1981,  Mr.   Bennett  received

$22,500  from  Turner  for  services  rendered  to  the  debtors.    The
letter  says  that  "detailed billings  rendered  to Hr.  Turner"  for
the  period  from  April  20,   1981,  to  November  16,   1981,   "are  all

attached,"  but  the  billings  are  not part  of  the  record.    Seg
defendant's  exhibit  5,  Record  on  Appeal  at  92.

At  the  conclusion  of  the  trial,  the  bankruptcy  court  ruled

10
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in  favor  of  the  trustee  and  granted  him  judgment  for  $359,528.80.

The  bankruptcy  court  apparently  arrived  at  that  sum  as  follows:
The  court  found  that  Turner  had  received  $270,362.22  between

Septehoer  17,   1980,   and  June  15,   1981,   and,  with  one  exception,
Cp

had  not  accounted  for  any  of  it.6    Turner's  accou.nting  for  the

period  from  June  16  to  September  24,   1981,   left  $42,883.58

unaccounted  for.7    However,   of  the  $177,021.56  that  Turner

disbursed  during  this  period,  the  court  disallowed  an  additional

$46,545  for  transfers  listed  on  the  accounting  but  which  the
trustee  argued  were  ''largely  unexplai.ned.''    That  made  a  total  of

$359,790.80  unaccounted  for.     From  this  total,  the  bankruptcy

court  deducted  $262,   the  amount  of  a  check  fr;in  Turner  to  Western

Airlines,  geg  supra  note  6,   leaving  $359,528.80  unaccounted  for.

The  bankruptcy  court  granted  the  trustee  a  judgment  for  that

amount .

6    The  one  exception  was  a  check  for  $262  dated  November  26,
1980,   and  made  payable  to  Western  .Airlines,   defendant's  exhibit
6,  Record  on  Appeal  at  94,   for  which  the  bankruptcy  court  gave
Turner  credit.

7    Using  the  trustee's  own  figures,  the .amount  unaccounted
for  should  have  been  $42,383.38,   g!g±  $42,883.58.     The  trustee
argued  that  Turner  received  $265,634.94  between  September  17,
1980,   and  June  15,   1981,   disbursed  $177,021.56  during  the  same
period  and  billed  $46,230,  Transcript,  Aug.   2?,   1984,   at  11,
leaving  a  balance  of  $42,383.38.     However,   the  $265,634.94
starting  point  is  problematic.    See  supra  note  4.    Moreover,  the
trustee  apparently  gave  Turner  credit  for  some  disbursements  that
Dr.  Bagley  testified  were  not  adequately  accounted  for,  see  supra
note  5,   so  Turner  cannot  be  heard  to  complain  of  any  slight
mathematical  error  in  computation.

11
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This  court  concludes  that,  with  a  few minor  exceptions,  the

bankruptcy  court's  judgment  is  supported  by  substantial  evidence.

The  trustee  sought  to  avoid  the  transfers  to  Turner  as
fraudulent  conveyances  under  11  U.S.C.   §§   548  and  544(b) .8

Section  548(a)   of  the  bankruptcy  code  stated:9

The  trustee  maycavoid  any  transfer  of  an  interest  of
the  debtor  in  property  .   .   .   that  was  made  or  incurred  on  or
within  one  year  before  the  date  of `the  filing  of  the
petition,  if the  debtor--

(1)  made  such  transfer  .   .   .  with  actual  intent  to
hinder,  delay,  or  defraud  any  entity  to  which  the

8    The  bankruptcy  court  found  that  the  transfers  were
avoidable  under  both  section  548  and  section  544(b).     Section
544(b)   allows  the  trustee  to  ''avoid  any  transfer  of  an  interest
of  the  debtor  in  property  .   .   .  that  is  voidable  under  applicable
law  by  a  creditor  holding  an  unsecured  claim  .... "    The"applicable  law"  for  determining  the  rights  of  an  unsecured
creditor  to  avoid  a  transfer  is..state  law.    Hunts  Point  Tomato
Co.   v.   Roman  Crest  Fruit.   Inc.   (In  re  Roman  Crest  Fruit,   Inc.,   35
Bankr.   939,   947   (Bankr.  .S.D.N.Y.1983).     The  provision  of  state
law  the  trustee  relied  on  in this  case  is  the Utah  Fraudulent
Conveyance  Act,   Utah  Code  Ann.   §§   25-1-1  through  -16   (1984) ,
specifically,  sections  25-1-4  through  -7.    The  Utah  act
invalidates,  among  other  transfers,  conveyances  by  an  insolvent
that  are  made  without  "fair  consideration."    .See  Utah  Code  Ann.
§§  25-1-4  &  -8.    To  the  extent  the  court  concludes  that  the
debtors  received  less  than  a  reasonably  equivalent  value  in
exchange  for  the  transfers,  the  court  also  concludes  that  the
transfers  were made  without  "fair  consideration''  and  thus  were
avoidable  under  section  544(b)   as  well  as  under  section  548.

9     Section  548(a)   was  amended  by  the  Bankruptcy  Amendments
and  Federal  rudgeship  Act  of  1984,   Pub.   I..   No.   98-353,   98  Stat.
333.     However,   the  1984  amendments  do  not  apply  to  these  cases.
See  Pub.   L.   No.   98-353,   §   553,   98  Stat.   at  392   (the  1984
amendments  to  title  11  apply  only  to  cases  filed  at  least  90  days
after  July  10,   1984,  the  date  of  their  enactment) .
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debtor  was  or  becalDe,  on  or  after  the  date  that  such
transfer  occurred  ...,   indebted;  or-      (2) (A)   received  less  than  a  reasonably  equivalent
value  in  exchange  for  such  transfer  .   .   .   ;  and

(a) (i)  was  insolvent  on  the  date  that  such
transfer  was  made  ....

The  trustee  has  the  burden  of  proving  each  element  of  a

fraudulent` conveyance.     4  Collier  on  Bankruotcv  I  548.10  at  548L

118   (Ij.   King  15th  ed.1987).     "This  burden  of  proof  never

shifts.''     Id.   at  548-119.

The  bankruptcy  court  concluded,  and  rightfully  so,  that  the

trustee  had  met  his  burden  of  proving  tbat  Turner  had  received

transfers  of  ''an  interest  of  the  debtor  in  property"  within  the

year  before  the  petitions. ±n  bankruptcy were  filed  and  that  the
debtors  were  insolvent  on  the  dates  the  transfers  were  made.

Thus,  the  question  before  the  bankruptcy  court  was  whether  the

debtors  had  received  ''less  than  a ..r.easonably  equivalent  value"  in

exchange  for  the  transfers.10    ire  trustee  had  the  burden  of

proof  on  that  issue.     _First  Fed.   Sav.   &  I.oan  Ass'n  v.   Hulp   (In  re

Hulm),   45   Bankr.    523,    526    (Bankr.   D.N.D.1984).

Although  the  burden  of  proof  (in  the  sense  of  the  ultimate

risk  of  nonpersuasion)  never  shifts  from  the  trustee  in  an     .-.

action  such  as  this,  the burden  of  going  fortirard  with  the

10    Because  the  bankruptcy  court  found  that  the  transfers
were  constructively  fraudulent  because  made  for  less  than  a
reasonably  equivalent  value,  it  did  not  reach  the  question  of  the
debtors'  actual  intent  to  hinder,  delay  or  defraud  creditors
under  11  U.S.C.   §   548(a)(1).     Sfs  Transcript,   Aug.16,1984,   ac
176-77 .

13
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evidence  may  shift.     4  Collier  on  Bankruotcv  I  548.10  at  548-119

(L.  Kin.g  15th  ed.1987).    The  trustee's  accountant  testified  that
he  found  nothing  in  the  debtors'  books  and  records  to  indicate

tthe  nature  of  the  service§PTurner  provided  the  debtors,  his  time
spent  in, representing  the  debtors  or  What  he  did  with  the  nonies  ~

he  received  from  the  debtors.    Transcript,  Aug.   16,   1984,   at  50,

155-56.    At  that  point,  the  burden  of  going  forvard  with  evidence

to  explain  the  transfers  shifted  to  Tuner.11

•11    The  bankruptcy  court's  order  directing  Turner  to  account
for  funds  he  received  as  the  debtors'  attorney  may  have  caused
such  a  shift  independent  of  Dr.  Bagley's  testimony.

Turner's  counsel  argued  in  the  bankruptcy  court  that  the
trustee  was  not  entitled  to  an  accounting  because  he  had  not
proved  all  the  elements  of  his  claim  of  fraudulent  conveyances.
See  Transcript,  Aug.   16,   1984,   at  175-76.     Counsel  confused  the
issues  before  the  bankruptcy  court.   -The  bankruptcy  court  was
faced  with  two  distinct  questions:    whether  or  not  to  order  an
accounting,   and  whetber  or  not  to  avoid  certain  transfers  as
fraudulent  conveyances.     The  truste.e  did  not  have  to  prove  the
elements  of .a  fraudulent  conveyance  to  entitle  him  to  an
accounting.    Turner's  duty  to  account  arose  from  his  position  as
attorney  for  the  debtors,  not'from  his  receipt  of  an  allegedly
fraudulent  conveyance.     See  7A  C.r.S.  Attornev  &  Client  §  247  at
451   (1980)   ("An  attorney  is  under  an  absolute  duty  to  give  his
client  a  full,  detailed,  and  accurate  account  of  all  money  and
property  which  has  been  received  and  handled  by  the  attorney,  and
must  justify  all  transactions  and  dealings  concerning  them") .
Thus,  proof  of  the  elements  of  a  fraudulent  c.onveyance  was
irrelevant  to  the  trustee's  request  for  an  accounting.    It was
enough  to  show  that  Turner  had  received  monies  from  the  debtors
while  acting  as  their  attorney.    Under  these  circumstances,  the
court  concludes  that,  as  "the  representative  of  the  estate,"  11
U.S.C.   §  323(a) ,  with  authority  ''closely  analogous  to  that  of  a
solvent  corporation's  management, "  Commodities  Futures  Tradinci
Comm'n  v.   Weintraub,   471  U.S.   343,   353   (1985),   the  trustee  could
enforce  the  debtors'  right  to  an  accounting,  and  the  bankruptcy
court,  as  a  court  of  equit.y,  had  jurisdiction  to  compel  the
accounting .
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Turner  suggests  that  he  had  no  burden  to  meet.    Rather,  he

argues,-it  was  the  trustee  who  failed  to  meet  his  burden  of

proving  a  fraudulent  conveyance  because  he  did  not  introduce  any

positive  evidence  that  the  debtors  received  less  than  a
reasonably  equivalent  value  in  exchange  for  the  allegedly

fraudulent  transfers.    Because  the  trustee  did  not  meet  his
initial  burden,  Turner  argues,  no  burden  ever  shifted  t6  him,  no

Oe

duty  to  account  ever  arose  and  the  trustee  is  not  entitled  to  any
recovery.

Of  course,  if  there  is  simply  no  evidence  of  consideration

one  way  or  the  other,  it  ordinarily means  that  the  trustee  has
nc>t  met  his  burden  of  showing  a  fraudulent  conveyance,   since  to

prove  a  fraudulent  conveyance  the  trtlstee  must  prove  that  the
debtors  received  less  than  a  reason.ably  equivalent  value  in

exchange  for  the  transfer.    See,'.erfu,  Samore  v.  Breuer  (In  re

Breuer),   68   Bankr.   48,   49-50   (Bankr.   N.D.   Iowa   1985).     However,

this  is  not  a  case  of  an  absence  of  any  evidence  but  of  evidence

of  an  absence.    The  trustee's -theory  is  that  the  debtors  received
nothing  in  exchange  for  the  transfers.    If  the  debtors  in  fact
received  nothing,  as  the  trustee  claims,  there  can  be  no  evidence

to  introduce.    In  such  a  case,  the  trustee  has  met  his  burden  by
showing  that.he  looked  for  evidence  of  the  consideration  the

debtors  received  where  one  would  expect  to  find  such  evidence  (in

the  debtors'  books  and  records)   and  found  nothing.     One  can

15
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reasonably  conclude  from  Dr.  Bagley's  testimony  that  the  debtors

received  nothing  in  exchange  for the  transfers.    The  trustee
having  thus  established  a  prima  facie  case  of  fraudulent

conveyances,  t.he  burden  shifted  to  Turner  to  rebut  that  prima

facie  ca.se.    If  he  failed  to  satisfy  that.  burden,  the  bankruptcy
court  could  conclude  that  there was  no  satisfactory  explanation
for  the  transfers  and. that  they were thus  fraudulent.

All  Turner  produced  were  checks  drawn  on  his  general

account,  defendant's  exhibit  1,   for  which  no  explanation  was

given.    Although  the  bankruptcy  court  may  have  inferred  that
checks  payable  to  attorneys  who  had  provided  legal  services  to

I  the  debtors  on  other  occasions  were  for  legal  services  the

debtors  received,  it was  not  require.a  to  draw  that  inference,.
especially  when,  as  here,  there  was  no  indication  that  the

payments  were  even  made  on  beha.1f  of  the  debtors.     In  fact,  there

was  no  evidence  that  the  debtors  were  the  only  source  of  the

funds  in  Turner's  general  account.    For  all  the  bankruptcy  court

could  tell,  the  checks  were  meant  as  payment  for  Turner's  own

debts,   out  of  Turner's  own  money,  or  they  may  have  been  on  behalf

of  clients  other than  the  debtors,  out  of  those  clients'  funds.
Moreover,  not  all  of  the  checks were  even payable  to  attorneys.

g¥ j± note  16.    In  short,  Turner  failed to meet his burden of
going  forward with  evidence  to  rebut  the  trustee's  prima  facie
case  of  fraudulent  conveyances.    Turner's  purported  accounting
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was  grossly  inadequate.12    g£.   In  re  Braten  Aooarel  Coro.,   68

Bankr.  955,   966-67   (Bankr.   S.D.N.Y.   1987)    ("The  mere  provision  of

masses  of  data  is  insufficient";  an  accounting must  provide

particulars,  from which  the  other  side  can  reasonably  test  its
accuracy  and  honesty) ;   Simper  v.   Scoruo,   78  Utah  .71,   1  P.2d  941,

943-45   (1931)    ("a  mere  general  statement"  based  on  bank

statements  with  no  other  explanation was  insuf f icient  t6  satisfy
the  defendant's  duty  to  account) .    With  a  few  exceptions,  the

bankruptcy  court's  implicit  factual  finding  that  the  debtors
received  less  than  a  reasonably  equivalent  value  in  exchange  for

the  avoided  transfers  was' Hot  clearly  erroneous.

The  first  exception  involves  the  letter  from  Turner  to  Mr.

Fowler,  attorney  for  the  trustee,  in-which  Turner  states  that  he

paid  $6,954.08  in  expenses.  for  Business  Consultants.13

Defendant's  exhibit  4.    He  further  states  that  receipts  for  the

12    At  trial,  Turner's  counse.1  attempted  to  justify  the
inadequacies  in  Turner's  accounting  by  implying  that  he  had
produced  all  the  evidence  he  could  Without  jeopardizing  Turner's
privilege  against  self-incrimination.    However,  at  no  point  did
Turner  invoke  his  fifth  amendment  privilege,  nor  did  he  explain
the  lack  of  any  af fidavit  or  other  evidence  from  the  attorneys
who  supposedly  provided  services  for  the  debtors  and  received
payments  for  those  services  through  Turner.

13    Turner  states  in his  letter that  all-fees  paid  to  him  in
connection with  his  representation  of  the  debtors  ''were billed  to
and  paid  by  Business  Consultants."    Defendant's  exhibit  4,  Record
on  Appeal  at  89.    Dr.  Bagley's  testimony  supports  the  conclusion
that  payments  by  or  for  Business  Consultants  were  payments  by  or
on  behalf  of  the  debtors.    See  Transcript,  Aug.   16,   1984,   at  115-
17.
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expenses  were  supplied  to  Business  Consultants.    The  court

concludes  that  Turner  should  have  been  given  credit  for  the

$6,954.08  in  expenses  that  he  paid  on  behalf  of  the  debtors.     The

records  necessary  to  document  these  expenses  were  apparently  in

the  possession  .of  Business  Consultants,   not  Turner,   and  therefore

equally  available  (if  not  more  available)  to  the  trustee.14

The  letter  also  stata§  that  Turner  received  $136,892.90  from

Business  Consultants  on  behalf  of  the  debtors  between  September

1980  and  June  1981,   from  which  he  distributed  $87,533.14.

Turner's  credibility  is  suspect  given the  trustee's  evidence  that
Turner  received  $270,362.22  from  the  debtors  during  this

period.15    However,  even  if  Turner's  letter  can  be  believed,  the
bankruptcy  court  was  not  required  to-accept  this  accounting  (if

it  can  be  Called  such)   since  it  suf.fers  from  one  of  the  same

14    |h  crediting  Turner  with  $262  for  the  check  to  Western
Airlines,  g±ee  supra  note  6,  the  bankruptcy  court  apparently
thought  that  Turner was .entitled  to  credit  for  at  least  some
expenses  he  paid  for  the  debtors.    The  check  to  Western  Airlines
appears  to  be  a  payment  of  an  expense  of  the  debtor.    There  was
no  evidence  that  the  check.was  for  Turner's  personal  travel  on
behalf  of  the  debtors.    In  fact,  the  only  testimony  regarding
Turner's  travel  on  behalf  of  the  debtors  concerned  a  trip  Turner
made  to  the  Grand  Cayman  islands  in  May.     See  Transcript,  Aug.
16,   1984,   at  153,   160-62.     The  $262  check  was  dated  November  26,
1980.

15    At  the  very  least,  the  bankruptcy  court` could  have
concluded  that  Turner  owed  $182,829.08  for  the  pre-preference
period:     $49,359.76  that  the  letter  on  its  face  leaves
unaccounted  for   ($136,892.90  -$87,533.14)   plus  the  $133,469.32
that  the  evidence  shows  Turner  received  during  this  period  in
addition  to  the  amount  he  acknowledges  receiving  in  the  letter.
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defects  as  Turner's  other  accounting  for  this  period,  defendant's
exhibit-1:    Th.e  letter  does  not  say what  the  payments  were  made

for.    Moreover,   it  appears  from the  record  that  at  least  some  of
the  payments  were  not  even  to. attorneys  or,  if  to  attorneys,  were

not.-for  le.gal -services.16    In  short,   there  was  no  evidence  from-`

which  the  bankruptcy  court  could have .concluded  that  the  debtors

received  reasonably  equivalent  value  in  exchange  for  any  of  the

pay.ments,  with  the  single  exception  of  $48  in  court  costs.
Turner  shc>uld  have  been  credited  with  the  $48  payment,  but  the

bankruptcy  court  did  not  err  in  disallowing  Turner  credit  for  the
CP

other,  unexplained  disbursements.

The  third  exception  is  the  letter  from  Wallace  R.  Bennett,

defendant's  exhibit  5,.    The  letter  shows  that,  between  September

16,   1980,-   and  April  7,   1981,   Mr.   Ee.nnett  received  from  Turner

$22,50o  in  legal  fees  for  his  work  on  behalf  of  the  debtors.        ,

Moreover,  the  letter  states  the  nature  of  at  least  some  of  this
work--work  on  ''some  proposed  legislation  and  a  possible  bank

acquisition  and  statutory  merger"--and  the  rate  of  compensation.

16    For  example,  Turner  lists  a  $900  payment  to  R&B  Travel
and  a  $3,000  payment  to  William  Black,  who,   other  evidence  shows,
was  a  medical  doctor,  not  an  attorney.    §£e defendant's  exhibit
1,   Record  on ,Appeal  at  71.     Turner  also  shows  a  $13,000  payment
to  Randy  Grant,  an  attorney,  but  other  checks  to  Randall  Grant
name  a  nonlawyer,  Maurice  Anderson,  as  a  co-payee,   suggesting
that  the  payment  may  not  have  been  for  legal  services  that  the
debtors  received.    See  Transcript,  Aug.   16,   1984,  at  150-51;
defendant's  exhibit  1,  Record  on  Appeal  at  65-66.     Defendant's
exhibit  1  lists  similar  payments  to  nonlawyers.
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The  court  concludes  that  Turner  should  have  been  given  credit  for
the  $22.,500  paid  Mr.  Bennett  on  behalf  of  the  debtors  between

September  16,   1980,   and  A3£il  7,   1981.

Finally,  defendant's  exhibit  1  shows  +hat  one  of  the  checks

made  payable  to  Turner  that  the  trustee  introduced  as  evidence.,

plaintiff 's  exhibit  17,  was  returned  unpaid.    Turner  should  be
credited  with  the  amount  of  that  check,  $7,500.

In  sumary,  then,  the  bankruptcy  court  clearly  erred  in
denying  Turner  credits  amounting  to  $37,002.08.     Tbe  bankruptcy

court  should  have  given  Turner  for  thi.s  amount,   leaving  a

liability  of  $322,526.72.    As  modified,  the  judgment  of  the

bankruptcy  court  is  affirmed.    This  proceeding  is  remanded  to  the

bankruptcy  court  for  entry  of  a  f inal  judgment  in  the  amount  of

$322 , 526 . 72 .

IT   IS   SO   ORDERED.

Dated  this  j=;jL  day  of  December,   1987.

fopies  mailed  to  counsel  12/31/87:  rrw
th.  G.   FCIvler,  Esq.
tobert  D.  Merrell,  Esq.
£dwin  F.   Guyon,   Esq.
Clerk,  U.S.  Bankmptcy Court
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